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northeastern

Vol. 7, No. 11

The Illinois Board of Higher Education has passe
following recommendations:

ublic senior institutions be increased b
1971 to one-third of the instruction
espective governing board s
increased beginning
ctional cost base.
new scholarshi
rograms of fin

uition waiver
utions according
es Civil Service Men

Proposed tuition:
$211.00 per trimester
18.00 Activity fee
10.00 Commuter Center
11.00 Blue Cross
$247.00 Total

(More on this in next issue of PRINT)
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What you can do!

A personal ecology prograin

Scott Roudebush

From: THE ALTERNATIVE FOUNDATION
I. ALLOW YOURSELF TO
6. BbCOME A VEG ET A- PECIALL Y FURNITURE. Try.
BECOME AWARE THAT YOU
RIAN. The land can no longer sup- to rely on second-hand stores for
ARE THE POLLUTER OF OUR
port this many carnivores. It takes needed furnishings. Re-doing old
ENVIRONMENT. That it is the
ten times as much grain to feed a pieces is not only creative and inmore wealthy people and countries
cow as it does to feed a human expensive, it means you're not supwhich are destroying the world.
being. Besides, it'll cut your food porting the industrie destroying
That the comforts which you take
bill by more than half. "The theo- our environment. If you're planfor granted are the very cause of retical minimum water to sustain ning on building a ne:,v house, take
much that is wrong. That if you
living standards is about 300 gal. a a giant step in the right direction
really wish to do something you
day per person . This is the approxi- and find a contractor who will
may have no alternative but to give
mate amount of water needed to come up with used wood. Better
up much of the ~o-called "good
produce grain for 2½ lb. of bread, still buy an old house and redo it.
life." Also allow yourself the joy of but a diet of 2 lb. bread and 1 lb.
12. CHECK INTO WHAT
discovery that there is much to be
beef would require about 2500 gal- YOUR TOWN IS DOING TO
desired in leading a more simple
lons." Lord Ritchie Caler, U.N . AL L E V I AT E THE DUMP
life.
· science adviser in Foreign Affairs. PROBLEM. Protest open burning.
2. STOP HA YING . CHIL7. GROW AN ORGANIC (We assume you're not burning
DREN . You're not doing a baby
GARDEN. It's not only incredibly any trash in your backyard.) Urge
any favors by bringing it into the
inexpensive, it's also one sure way municipal composting of leaves,
world at this point. Life could be a
to know your food hasn't been poi- etc. Human manure can and
real bummer for the 1 next genersoned with chemicals and pesti- should be reverted bick to the soil.
ation . The major reason we're in
cides. If you live in a place where Robert Leven, superintendent of
this mess is too many people. If you
you can't grow even a small gar- the Allentown, Pa., Wastewater
want children, adopt. God knows,
den, move.
Treatment Plant wrote an article
there are many who need good
called "How to Save Taxes at the
8. PLANT TREES. Aside from Sewerage Plant" in Organic Garhomes. Support advocates of legalized abortion. It's necessary noth- their beauty (and we sorely need dening Magazine, Feb., 1970.
ing else at this point is going to more natural beauty around), they Urge your sanitation department
bring the problem under control.
should be planted as a means of to check into it.
13 . IF YOU LIVE IN THE
3. STOP SMOKING. An impor- producing more oxygen which we
tant and most difficult step. Impor- will need in the not-far-off future.
CITY, GET OUT. The city can't
tant because it is a personal com9. IF YOU HAVE .EVEN . A last much longer, and there's very
mitment to stop polluting your own SMALL BACKYARD, START A little you can do directly to help the
body.
COMPOST BIN FOR YOUR pollution problem while remaining
4. SWITCH TO ONLY BIO- KITCHEN WASTES . Organic there.
D E G R A D A B L E (BREAK matter whould be used to replenish
14. TRY FASHING FOR A
DOWN IN WATER) DISH- the earth, not pollute it. If you can't DAY. It'll give you a better idea of
WASHING SOAPS AND LAUN- use the finished product on bushes, what many people are experiencing
DRY DETERGENTS. Many su- lawn, or garden, you're bound to in the world right now , and might
permarkets carry their own brands find a friend who can. All organic give you a glimpse of your future .
of bio-degradable products, but wastes can go into it (including
15. IF YOU'RE A TEACHER,
some of these are still high in phos- eggshells, coffee grinds, hair fin- TALK TO YOUR STUDENTS
phates, which are extremely damgernail clippings, the contents of ABOUT ECOLOGY AND POLaging to the ecology of the water. If your vactrum cleaner bag-you can · LUTION. They have a right to
reuse the disposable ones even kitty know their lives are at stake. Urge
you can't find out what's in them
litter and its contents) with the ex- your school board or adminis(you might try writing directly to
the manufacturer), write to the ception of paper. Start a family tration to invite a conservation or
campaign to see just how little you ecology lecturer to your school.
Amway Corporation, Ada, Mich16. AVOID BUYING NO-DEigan, for your local Amway repre- ·have to throw in the trash or down
~p.,• ~•i•,!:' . -:-: •.:.y stock a complete
the disposal.
POSIT-NO RETURN BOTTLES
line of fine bio-degradable prod10. TRY TO LIMIT THE OF SODA, BEER, ETC. Besides
ucts. Stop using bleaches, softAMOUNT OF PAPER PROD- the fact that the products are harmeners, etc. It's insane to have your
UCTS THAT COME INTO ful (we're not prohibitionists, but if
clothes cleane.r than the water you
YOUR HOME. They can't be put you knew the processing the beer
drink.
back onto the land because of the went through we doubt that you'd
5. THINK OF WAYS TO
chemicals used in their processing. feel quite so high), the companies
AVOID USING YOUR CAR. EvPaper plates, magazines and news- should be forced to re-use the botery time you start up our chances
papers that are of no real value to ties.
grow slimmer. Consider the alyou, napkins, tissues, paper diaternatives of car pools, hitch-hikI 7. ON WATER--FLUSH
pers--the list is endless. When you
ing, bicycles, horses. If you must
go to the supermarket, take last YOUR TOILET ONLY INhave a car, buy a four-cylinder,
week's grocery bags to reuse in- FREQUENTLY, DEPENDING
preferably used so you won't be
stead of getting new ones. Buy milk ON HOW MANY PEOPLE IN
supporting the auto industry. It
in returnable plastic or glass con- YOUR FAMILY. Don't flush for
doesn 't burn as much gas, theretainers, not waxed cartons. All the urine. Take Jess baths. When you
fore pollutes less. Buy led-free gas.
companies that produce these do bathe, use Jess water. Bathe with
Take a hint from the Russians
throw-away products are using up a friend. Buy a washing machine
when driving in hilly country ; turn
our woodlands . Try to remember that reuses the water for several
off the key and coast down-hill I. If
that a tree had to be cut down so washloads. Wringer washers or
you have two cars, sell one. The inyou could blow your nose. There is spindriers are the best, but if you
ternal combustion engine is one of
visual evidence in photographs of must be more automated, check in
the major air pollutants. Write nast h e earth's surface recently Consumer Reports for the one that
ty letters to the automobile inbrought back from the moon, of uses the least water. One more
dustries. They have the ability to
word on toilets--you can put bricks
widespread destruction of frrests.
switch to other forms of trans11 . THE ABOVE ALSO GOES in the tank of your toilet to conportation now.
FOR WOOD PRODUCTS--ES- serve the amount of water being

Ecology may be the Grand Finale, one last grasp at the understanding of the essence of man's
evolution - his ability to adapt to
virtually any environment that he,
as a species, has encountered. Up to
th is point, he has managed to keep
things moving, to neatly sidestep
that skeletal a ppari tion extinction. Up to this poi nt. ....
"B UT DO YO U WANTA
DIE?" You feel like screaming
that to the a pathetic faces, the litterbugs, the superconsumers, the
baby factories, instead of fawning
around with polite little phrases
and relevant, seemingly well founded predictions of the end of
life on earth. Bequse--who really
believes all that nonsense when it's
only there in black and white, not

technicolor reality.
Well, reality may damn well
come soon, is alread y showing its
gas masked face. Maybe people are
getting around to making some
daubing attempts at recogn izing
ecology not as a fad , anymore, but
as possibly the only way out of our
grandest human fiasco .
Somebody who really cares put
ou t the preceding 35-point "Personal Ecology Program" so that
YO U will care, and use it through
your own interpretation. That
somebody is the Alternatives
Foundation, 1526 Grovenstein
Hwy. North, Sebastopol, California 95472. (Write them, if you
want, to tell them you can dig it,
and want more relevant informa-

polluted.
know what it is to have quiet pre18 . MOST PEOPLE KEEP vail. Every time a machine is
THEIR HOUSES TOO HOT FOR turned on or a horn honked, we cut
THEIR GOOD HEALTH. The out the sounds of nature--and
more oil you use, the more you pol- there's less of nature to listen to evlute, and you're contribution to the ery day .
destruction of a most precious nat25. WRITE TO TV STA TIO NS
ural resource. One of the major oil URGING THEM TO PUT ON
companies has said that it will have ECOLOGY-CONSERVATION
completely used up the oil reserves PROGRAMS. Tehy can reach the
in the U.S. within the next ten · largest audience and the American
years. If that doesn't convince you people have the right to· know how
to turn the thermostat down, serious and the problems really are.
maybe this will : with the outside The BBC in England now has at
temperature at 30 degrees, the cost least one excellent documentary
of heating any enclosure to 80 de- per week on this subject.
grees is about three times the cost
26. WHILE WE'RE ON THE
of heating it to 60 degrees and 25 SUBJECT OF THE BRITISH,
yimes the cost of heating it to 40 CONSIDER THE FACT THAT
degrees. If you're chilly, put on a THEY HA VE BANNED ADsweater. To heat your home with- V ER TISE M ENT S FROM
out polluting you would have to THEIR COUNTRYSIDE.
rely on solar or wind designs which
27. DON'T RIDE ON PLANare in the works and which you ES. Jets are doing their very best to
might want to check out. We heat destroy the atmosphere. And need
our own house with scraps of wood we mention the Boeing 747?
from furniture factories (rejects).
28. WRITE YOUR CONThe pollution from wood burning GRESSMEN AND PRESIDENT
is considerably Jess than other IF YOU THINK IT WILL HELP.
means, but it's far from perfect.
29. TALK TO OTHERS. And
19. BOYCOTT ANY COM- talk, and talk , until they start listenPANIES THAT YOU KNOW ing.
ARE POLLUTING. Write and let
30. USE AS LITTLE ELECthem know what you're doing. The TRICITY AS POSSIBLE. Minmore signatures on your letter the imize your use of appliances. A voic
better.
patronizing places which use meon
2 0 . PATRONIZE LOCAL signs, and let them know about it.
FARMERS AND TRY TO CON- Write nasty letters to power plants
VINCE TO GO ORGANIC. It's and building which leave their
wide open market and could be a lights on in unoccupied office
potential gold mine for the sharp space and hallways. Let them know
farmer. Organic Gardening puts you will not tolerate waste of natuout an "Organic Food Shopper m l resources. (Just drive by your
Guide" for $ I. It's worth looking local light and power company at
into for stores and farms in your night and see all those lights and
area. Every time you can, switch smoke.)
from processed foods to something
31. DON'T EAT IN RESTAUbetter. Write to the company to let RANTS OR DRIVE-IN FOOD
it know you're no longer using its STANDS WHICH USE PAPER
product and why.
P LATE S , CUPS, PLASTIC
2 l. GET OVER YOUR UTENSILES, ETC.
HANGUPS ABOUT INSECTS
32. DON'T LEA VE THE WAAND OTHER CREATURES. TE R R U N N IN G WHEN
Learn which ones are our friends YO U ' R E NOT USING IT
and respect them. Spiders are the (WHEN YOU SHAVE, BRUSH
natural enemy of mosquitoes, TEETH, WASH HAIR, ETC.)
snakes or mice, ladybugs of aphids,
33. DON'T GHROW MAGAetc. The natural world is beautiful ZINES-NEWSPAPERS AWAY.
in all its variety and 'deserves to be · Pass them on to a friend or neighobserved and marvelled at, not bor. Share.
stepped on or sprayed.
34. FOR PEOPLE WHO USE
22. PLASTIC AND ALUM I- SC RAT C H PAPER, DON'T
NUM PRODUCTS ARE REAL BUY NEW PADS, USE THE
DEMONS. They will not decom- BACK SIDE OR ANY BLANK
pose and our dumps are being filled SP ACE ON USED PAPER,
with them . Try doing without some . L I K E C O M P U TE R (IBM)
of the products that come in these I PRINT-OUTS, JUNK MAIL,
containers.
:LETTERS, ETC.
23. DON'T BUY FURS OR
35. ANALYZE HOW WELL
LEATHER PRODUCTS. You YOU'RE DEALING WITH THE
can easily avoid buying both and SITUATION. Try to come up with
you'll be amazed at how good it new alternatives not listed here.
feels NOT to wear the skins of an- Any ideas you might have, big or
other animal.
small, we want very much to know
24. BECOME AW ARE OF about them . They should be passed
NOISE POLLUTION. We don't on to others.

tion!) In the meantime, cut out this Plant 'em, look at 'em, realize that
program and save it for your they're the largest forms of life,
own .... . .
that use the least amount of their
Speaking of interpretations, I've environment to get that way! And
got to hand it to the Foundation for besides supplying oxygen as well as
their fo r-real program . I wish to aesthetics, they mulch their own
hell more people--afore mentioned soil, provide homes for animals
superconsumers and baby factories and , of course through prudent
for instance--would realize it's for use, make beautiful furniture. Masreal.
sacred , they will provide nothing,
Watch the print for more on , someday.
item 4-soaps.
Which leads right into item IO-I tern 6 is going to freak out a lot
limit paper products. And don't
of McDonald's nuts, but they've
fo rget that tinfoil, too. Metal's no
got too much money, anyway, and more plentiful anymore either, and
cows are really nice people when cer t a i n I y doesn't easily disyou get to know the m.
integrate.
·
It's hard to support any one
item--most are really essential Check out item 17 ; it's good
but ite m 8 , P L ANT thing to think about while in the
TREES .... wow, understatement. john. But the part about "don't

flush for urine", well. ...if you value your friends , neighbors and
y o u r o w n olfactory sensitivity .... ..However---"Bathe with a
friend " .... can you dig it?
And yeah---do drive past your
local light and power company
(item 30) at night and see all those
lights and smoke!
Item 3 1 might cause you some
problems, but it's the 1.oncept that
counts ; item 32 you'll do but your
neighbor won't, so you'll thi nk it
just evens out--but get gutsy and
tell yo ur neighbor, too, and the situation will improve 200 per cent ;
item 35? No kidding, write to the
Print with your own suggestions.
You may save somebody's life
some day. ·
Your own.

N.A.A.C.P.

Cincinnati State111ent Issued
dents from the inner city; made ef- COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY:
a. Through elected represenfective by
d. Concerted and continuing tation, the sharing of students, facattention to the special needs of ulty and administrators in the makeach student - including but not ing of campus policy and the govelimited to - the needs arising from rance of each institution - with ademinority group status in a plural- quate safeguards of minority rights
. and interests;
istic society.
b. The democratizing of
e. Among other things, the
boards of control through the intime has come to make the push for
::lusion of representatives from
integrated student-bodies and fac'X:onomic classes and racial groups
ulties at the campuses of the sotoo often disregarded in concalled predominantly Negro colstituting the board of control; and
leges and universities, while not rec. The determined recruitlenting the pressure for integration
of the so-called predominantly ment of administrators and teachers from racial groups and eco\Vhite institutions.
nomic classes of national, cultural
C . HIGHER EDUCATION
RELEVANT TO INDIVIDUAL and religious backgrounds commonly overlooked, an objective
AND SOCIAL NEEDS:
a. The problems and needs of which demands, in most instances,
a re-examination not only of inan urban society, and especially the
stitutional policy and practice, but
economics, sociology and political
also of the processes and criteria of
science of the inner city and the
ghetto slum, as a central emphasis certification and credentials;
LEGES AND UNIVERSITIES:
-)f curricular offerings and study ;
d. The speeding-up of the dea. Integrated dormitories and tr,gether with
cision-making process so that frusliving and eating facilities, without
tration is replaced by achievement ;
b. The full recognition of the
exception; together with
•<;tory and culture of all minorities
e. The full and careful safeb. Integrated curricula and . .s a part of the history and heritage guarding of the rights of free
courses of study, without exception of all Americans.
speech, free association and free asimplemented by
D. THE DEMOCRATIZED sembly, (including non-violent
c. Active recruitment of stuprotest and demonstration) for every student, teacher and administrator, regardless of race, creed or
national origin.
The statement concludes with
the suggestion that a group of Urban Grant Universities be created.
The Urban Grant University
should :
I. Be full y integrated in all aspects, without exception;
2. Be fully open to all, without
exception;
3. Curricularize the learning experience of the city-dweller (as the
Land Grant University curricularized farm life);
4. Through on-campus offerings
and informal instruction - and
through off-campus extension of
educational and other services,
provide the ~rban equivalent of the
Land Grant University's "short
course," the Agricultural Experiment Station, the County
Agent, the 4-H C lubs, etc.;
5. Through the composition and
structuring of its board of control,
CHICAGO LAN,~-~) LARGEST SELECTION
its educational and administrative
OF
SLACKS & JEANS
policy and practice, and its educative experiences, foreshadow the
1
integrated society of free men
which it seeks to create.
This, basically, is the gist of the
Cincinnati Statement.

by Brian Kilmnick
The N .A.A.C.P . recently sent a
list of demands to all college and
university presidents for immediaJe and full acceptance and for
immediate and sustained action.
The following points are in my
opinion the major ones of the Cincinnati Statement.
I . EQUAL OPPORTUNITY:
a. Open admission which
strikes down all barriers of race,
creed, national origin, and ability
to pay; accompanied by
b. Necessary compensatory
and supporting services which prevent the open door from becoming
a revolving door for the poor and
the under-prepared ; within the
framework of
c. A greater diversity of types
of higher education and of courses
of professional and cultural studies.
2. NON.SEGREGATED COL-
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On Monday evening, after two an</ a half hours of discussions.,,.and
,motions, the Acting Commuter Center Board of Managers made the
following decision concerning the Free Food Services, located in the
North Dining Hall, (Vote was 5 infavor, I against, 2 abstentions)

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS STATE COLLEGE
MEMO

Mr. Cliff Harralson

TO:

Dir~ctor, Cormtuter Center
FROM:

Gene Rinaldi, Chairman
Acting Commuter Center Board of Managers

DATE:

Dec~:; 1, 1970

SUBJECT:

Recommendation on Free Food Service

,II

Acting as your advisory board, the Board of ~lanagers,
at a regularly scheduled meeting last night, Monday,
November 30, 1970, ado~ted a motion recommending that
free food service be closed as of the close of school
on Tuesday, December 1, 1970, until the free food
· service is able to meet the Chicago Board of Health
regulations, and that space for the dispe nsing of f ood
be made available to them when that occurs.
.This is sent t o you f o r your appropriate ac t ion .
CH/MAS/ rJ!'
cc:

President J.M. Sachs
Dean William L. Howenstine
Dr . William H. Lienemann

of Press Time , Tuesday evening, Fre e Food Service had closed, and
it was not expected1hat they would be allowed to reopen on Wednesday
morning.

~ s

1

o

WM••lkXJBLE

BB.LS-WESTEltlt HIGH RISE
M,111(«

1r lti IE 13 ll? IEA\1r
IVA\~lrS IEXIVIL 10Sll1()~
CHICAGO
OLD TOWN
1532 N. Wells

HIGHLAND PARK

WAUKEGAN

DES PLAINES

2016 First Street

126 N. Genessee

1512 Miner

GRAND OPENING
JUST IN TIME FOR THE

?IJUa, Set:Ud#

ION

IMPULSE

I

FEATURING:
* IMPORTED & DOMESTIC GIFTWARE
* FURNITURE
* INTERIOR DECO RA TING .
* SPECIAL ACCENT ITEMS·

ON IMPULSE

HOURS

3117 N. BROADWAY

M-S

CHICAGO - PHONE 929-7770

SUN.

10-10
10-6

Student
Invited to
White
House
Mr. Gary Trexler, National Student Advisor for the National
Council for Exceptional Children
and Mr. Fred Weintraub, Assistant
Executive Secretary for Governmental Relations has informed
Fred Frederick of Northeastern Illinois State College (Chapter 702 ·
Student Council for Exceptional
Children) that he has been named a
participant to the White House
Conference on Children to be held
December 13-18, 1970 in Washington, DC.
·
Fred is a Junior Special Education
major at Northeastern with a specialization in the area of social maladjustment and emotional disturbance. He will be the only student
representing the National Council
for Exceptional Children which
has a student population of more
than I 0,000.
As a member of the Illinois Student
Council for Exceptional Children,
Fred has served on the executive
board for that group. He has served
as secretary and state representative for the student group at Northeastern. He is now serving as a
member of the newly formed Student Advisory Board to the Department of Special Education at .
Northeastern.

NORTHEASTERN ILUNOIS STATE CO_LLEGE
FOOD SERVICE PRI CES

.lllgust 1 1966
Plate Lunch En trees (meat loaf, s paghetti,
meat ball s. etc . ) • • • • • • •

.45 · , 55

Same entrees . . . • • • • . . . . • . . •. , • . •

~:~:~a~~~:d .

etc.J -.
etc. •
• • • •
• • • •

•
.
•
•

.
:
•
•

.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

.
.
•
•

.
.
•
•

: : :· : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : :

. 60
.SO
• 20
.30

~~

:
Me di um Salad ••• . , • •• • • • • • • • • • • • •• 35 - . 45

Small Sal ad • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Wat ermelon and Cantaloupe • • • • • • • • • • •
Pi neapp l e • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • •
Roll • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Bread • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • •
Butter • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Layer Cake •• . • . • • •• •• • • ••• • • •
Whi pped Cream Cake . . . • • • • • • • • • • • •
Fruit Pi e . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . , .
Cre am Pie . • . , •• . • . • • • • • •• , • •
Tar t s .and Shor tca kes . . . • • . . . . .• , •.
Fruit Juice . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . .• •
Coffee (Cafete ri a) Same cup • •• . . . • • • •
Coffe e (Coff ee Shop ) 6 oz . cup to 8 oz . cup • •
Tea (C afeter.i.a ) Same cup • . . • • • • • • • • •
Tea (Coffee ·s hop ) 6 oz . cup to 8 oz . cup • • • .
Soft Drinks (Sma ll) 7 oz . cup to 9 oz . cup . • •
Soft Dr inks (large ) 10 oz. cup to 12 oz . cup • •

•
•
•
•
•
•
,
•
.
•
.
,
•
•
•
•
•
•

Milk • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• , •• • •

Ice Cream Bar . .• .• . . . • • • . . • . , , •
Ice Cream Sandwich • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Scoop of Ice Cron • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • •
Sundae ••• ••• • •• •• • •• •• •• , •• •
Shake . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Malt • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Sandwiches (col d) . • • • • •• , •• • • • • • • •
Bacon , l ettuce and Ta111to S1ndwich . . . . . . . .
Hamburger , • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • •
Cheeseburger • •. , •· • • . • • • • • • • • • • •
Barbeque Beef . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Macaroni and Cheese • . • . • • • . . • . . • • •
French Fri es • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • •
Jello .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Pudding • • • • . • • • . • •• • • • • • •• • •
5wttt Rolls • • •• • • • , • • • • • • • • • • •

Increase
Percentages

$ . 60

Pl ate Lunch di sconti nued in May . 1970 .

En trees (roast beef , veal. lamb,
Gadgets (pancakes, french toast,
Soup • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Chil i , . • • • . • • • • . • •

May, 1970

• . .20
•
. 20
•
.25
•
. 05
•
. 02
•
.03
•
. 20
•
.20
,
. 20
•
.25·
•
.25
•
. 10
•
. 10
•
. 10
•
. 10
•
. 10
•
. 10
•
. 15
•
.15
•
.10
•
.15
•
•15
•
. 30
•
.25
•
. 30
•
.30
.
.40
•
•25
•
. 30
.
. 35
•
. 30
•
• 20
•
. 15
•
.15
•
.15

$ • 75

. 60
. 25
• 35
.20
,65
.35 - . 45
. 20
. 20
. 25
.05
.02
.03
.25
. 25
,25
.25
. 30
.10
.12
. 15
.12
. 15
. 15
,20
.20
. 10
. 15
, 15
. 35
.35
. 40
.35
. 50
. 35
. 40
. 45
. 35
. 20
; 15
. 20
.15

30% (est . )
25%
2.0%

25%
17%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0t
0%
0%
25%
25%
25%
0%
20%
0%
20%
13%
20%
13%
16%
l 0t
33%
0%
0%
0%
17%
40%
33%

17%
25%
40%
33%

30%
16%
0%
0%
33%
0%

Menu for week of
December7
Monday, Dec. 7

Spaghetti and Meat Sauce
Roast Lamb, Mint Jelly
French Toast
Tuesday, Dec. 8
Liver and Onions
Veal Steak Parmesan
Asparagus on Toast
· Wednesday, Dec. 9 Beef Stew
Salisbury Steak
Cheese Fondue
Thursday, Dec.10 Meat Loaf
Roast Beef
Apple Fritters
Friday, Dec. 11
Breaded Perch

BBQonBun
Baked Halibut
Baked Macaroni
Eggplant Supreme
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The metamorphasis of a Superjock
Conversations with a guy who gets rich
pushing Tommy Roe and reading
Cow reports

by Ken Davis and Dave Green and Janey Mc Garm

In ti mes such as these, filled with
the strife hatred of war, poverty,
h unger, and so on, it just seems Iudicrous to waste time interviewing
some radio rock-jock. No, not even
one of those super-relevant lowkey FM guys who sit around t!ilking about the war and stuff, but a
guy who makes his money pushing
Tommy Roe and zit cream and
Bobby Sherman and talking about
lhe time and the temperature.
But maybe it's not such a stupid
idea. Especially not if you're able
to talk to the dean of local bubblegum merchants, the Superjock
himself, Lawrence Lee Lujack . In
fact, an hour's conversation with
Lujack can be as confusing an encounter as a journalist can have in a
lifetime.
As students of the media, which
perhaps too many of us consider
ourselves, we first went to interview Lawrence Lee when he was
caning himself Lawrence of Chicago - three years ago when his act
was quite incredible show of immode<ity. At that time, he was the radio
version of a Cassius Clay. Billing
himself as "the jock that made Chicago famous", or, more simply,
" the greatest jock that's ever lived
or died", he would verbally assault
people who wrote nice fan letters,
and the crowd loved it.
Today, Lujack sits figuratively
atop the Chicago radio world. In
three years, he has managed to outfast every single fellow announcer
at the somewhat fast-moving WLS,
and bas simultaneously managed
to grab the morning show, usually
considered a plum at monster stations such as his. So the same
people who once rode home in traffie enjoying Larry the Mouth are
now eating breakfast while he's on.
Accordingly, there's been quite a
change in Larry's act.
At this point, though, being selfProclaimed "students of the
media" becomes a severe liability.
O ver the years, there's been a defini te, if subtle change in the way he
conducts himself, but when one
tries to pursue it, he becomes en· a we b of ·m fi1mte
· Iy more
tlillgled m
complex questions.
There can't be anyone at Northeastern who hasn't, at some time,
heard WLS, and chances are good
that WLS has, in fact, played a
profoundroleasapart ofourgrowing up. After all , WLS has been entertaining young people since early
1960. But now, serious-minded
critics are starting to attack the vernerable old giant. He's not really
paying attention to the needs of his
community, they say. And he's
playing the kind of music that nobody really wants to hear, they say,
while ignoring the more c reati ve
artists who are really shaping the
fo ture of contemporary music.
And his disc-jockeys, they say, are
apparently selected for their keen
ability to chatter away a nd say

nothing - to be, in fact, insultingly
unaware of the world of which they
are such a vital part.
But Larry isn't a student of the
media. He doesn't have to be. He
purposely digresses to criticize reporters who start asking those
serious questions. "When you start
.delving into things like that", he
explains, "you just find out how
cruddy they really are. It's like politics or the war. The happy people
are the dumb people who just skip
lightly over the surface of life." Is
he kidding there? He may be, but
it's futile to ask Lujack whether or
not he's being serious.
Anyway, Lujack is willing to
talk about WLS and its role in
society. "This station programs to
a mass audience", he points out.
Insofar as -its music policy (or anything else for that matter), "if you
don't like the way the station
sounds, the best thing one can do is
not listen to the station. If enough
people feel that way, the station
would notice it in the ratings, and
changes would be made."

studen.ts of the media, etc., was
Larry Lujack. He certainly sounds
different in the mornings. Has he
really changed? Answer: probably
.. . Idle thoughts, random reflect ions, observations, opinions, and other
not. It's a lot different talking to trivia:··
him now. He sits in the general
. . . Did you hear about the unemployed book collector who saved first
manager's office, since the regular edition paperbacks?
meeting room is occupied, with his
... Despite the significant advances unions have made for coal miners
blue-jean clad legs up on the coffee in the last few decades, the miners still get the shaft.
table, the long hair dangling in his
... Professional baseball used to be an interesting sport. There were two
eyes. He's a lot quieter, and wheth- leagues, sixteen teams, and you could be fairly sure that your favorite
er he is or not is impossible to tell, player wouldn't be traded away for two rookie benchwarmers and a minor
but he seems a lot more serious league pitcher. And the teams played in dusty old undomed stadiums that
now .
had real grass and real air. The outfield was ridiculousl y lopsided in some
It occurs to us that perhaps he's parks, but gleaming, symmetrical, antiseptic structures are certainly no
gradually becoming himself, since, , improvement. (especially when the latest expansion team doesn't make an
like Cassius Clay, he no longer immediate profit, and moves to another city and a newer and shinier
needs to put on the act. He's made stadium).
it, in the true sense of the word,
Five years ago, in the old days, it was possible to keep track of the
and, as he talks about how it would leading pitchers and hitters and team standings without studying the
be almost impossible to beat Wally sports pages for an hour a day. Records and statistics seemed a little saner,
Phillips in the morning, but he too. Last September, Jack Brickhouse congratulated an anonymous playreally only wants to be a more firm ~r for setting a new record for game-winning hits for switch-hitting third
second than he is, one can't help basemen against left-handed-pitching in extra-inning ball games. It was
but remember how he would have one.
been talking back then .
. . . A Marxist-Cosellian maxim ; Religion is no longer the opiate of the
He's also convinced that his masses - football is.
morning audience is radically dif. : . New word for the day - flummox (rhymes with lummox): to
ferent "The high school kids aren't confuse; to perplex.
there", he says, and he seems con.. . "Medium is the message" message of the century: The Constitution
In addition to the ratings, Lu- · vinced that the majority of his au- Illinois abides by, as every good citizen learned in grammar school, was
jack points out, pressure is also dience is comprised of young written. in 1870. The document was probably carried throughout the state
brought to bear by the Federal housewives. Nevertheless, that by horseback. It took weeks, or maybe months, before the important
Communications
Commission,
same morning he had just com- paper was offered to the public in newspapers and journals. Constitutional
which specifies that a certain pleted an interview with a high delegates in Springfield recently finished their offering to the electorate,
amount of the broadcast day must school newspaper, asking whether to be voted on in two weeks. Thanks to ouf modern systems of speed of
be spent presenting news or public he preferred Tommy Roe or Bobby light communications, copies of the Constitution were immediately availservice programming. "Citizens' Sherman, and what his favorite col- able for the state's voters. Exact copies of the document were even disgroups" are springing up all over or happens to be. As we finished tributed in Sunday editions of Chicago's daily papers last week, inside the
the place challenging radio stations our talk and headed for the main comic section and next to the department store adve rtising.
for any ·number of reasons, ranging door he was spotted by a group of
. .. "Consider what heavy responsibility lies upon you in your youth, to
from ag,eficiency in the amount of visiting females, who were by no determine, among realities, by what you will be delighted, and among
p u b I i c service programming means housewives yet, and he imaginations, by whose you will be led." - John Ruskin.
presented to a lack of staff mem- ducked away into a crevice to avoid
Course in revolution offered
bers of any given color or ethnic more questions about whether he's
group.
, married or whether he sleeps in the
The political picture of Latin action? How revealing is the rheBut these appear to be the only nude. So whether or not they listen, America through the study of its toric, are there linguistic subtleties
·
he sure h as a Iot o fh 1g
" h sc hoo Ifans. literature in translation is the sub- essential to the understanding of
two pressures upon a radio station
like WLS to bring about change - Perhaps the whole discussion was ject of a new course: REVOL U- Latin Americ'a s posture in the
the ratings sheets and the FC c . wort hiess. P er h aps we sh ou Id be TION AND LITERATURE IN world ? What are the implications
·
·
Letters to the General Manager are contemplatmg
t he great issues
o f LATIN AMERICA. It is offered of this posture to the United
always read and sometimes they our time, not considering whether by the Foreign Language Depart- States?
· k 1s
· any d I"ffieren t now ment with 3 credits for the Winter
There are two
might stimulate an action, but Larry L uJac
' on m
· th e mornmg
· s. Per- Trimester ( 1970-71 ).
sections available:
that's about it.
t h at h es
23-105-0 l T uesdays from 3 to 5
·
J"k
· k's commen ts were
The course taught in English
Big-time radio stat10ns,
1 e ev- h aps L UJac
· pom
· t·mg ou tone of the will examine maiors
works of outand Thursday at 4:00 in room
ery other corporate structure, are vaIua bl e m
,
· b"1g o ffiices, maJor
·
ruled by big people m
probl ems w1"th the mass standing Latin American authors A-126 23-105-31 S~turday 9:00 to
11:35 in room A- 129
· k don 't med"a
an d even guys J"k
I e L UJac
1 -that 1·nd1·v1·dual creat1·v1·ty in English translation, and topics
Since these sections are not pubhave a lot to say about it. But Lu- too of ten gets squas hed un d er some of current interest. What is the
lished in the Winter Catalogue, stujack doesn't really care. He gets a oppressive, if unintentional corpo- mentality behind current revoludents wishing to sign up for this
big-time pay check, an d wh en h e rate heavy- hard ed ness. Perhaps l·t tionary movements?, are there ingets enough of them together, he a II goes to sh ow h ow money can herent cultural characteristics course can check the course additions posted by the Registrar fo r
probable really will go and buy that rule a man's life totally. Perhaps which tend to predispose these so.
· mterv1ew
·
·
· t se If- c1et1es toward certain courses of further information.
ranch in Idaho. So why should 1t
the ent1re
was JUS
matter to him whether policy supportive evidence that Larry Lu- changes are made at the Big 89?
jack can't be interviewed. After all,
Those policy decisions affect every other radio-TV critic who's
him, true, but he, like anyone else ever tried it fell flat on his or her
in a similar situatio n, isn't about to face, because no one can really tell
fight very hard. He doesn't particu- when Lujack's being very serious.
larly like the idea of having to read And from time to time he is. Besilly traffic reports or cow reports cause of that quality, Larry Lujack
in the mornings. He knows that the will probably be here for a while
vast majority of his audience could yet. He's a little better than, say Bill
410 S. MICHIGAN AVE .
care less whether there's a lane clo- Bailey. But when he gets enough
sure on the Dan Ryan, but he's saved up for that ranch, don't exCHICAGO, ILL. {922 - 2973)
handed the copy, and he reads it.
pect to hear too many more Klunk!
Anyway, the thing we set out to Letters.
·
explore, as journalists rather than ·. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

STUDEBAKER
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The success of the Free Food
Service cannot be rendered obsolete as has evidently happened to
the physical structure of the Free
Food Service. The rumored closing
of the Free Food Service by the
Board of Health became an actual
threat when an " anonymous"
phone call complained of the Food
Service. In an emergency meeting
of the Commuter Center Board of
Managers, the members frightened
themselves into believing that they
were giving the Food Service a
chance to survive, but they've put
an end to the Food Service as we
have come to know it. With it the
first semblance of a campus community will be set back in- .
definitely.
The important asset of the Free
Food Service was not that it offered
the students a service, or that it
helped to create an effective boycott of the cafeteria, but that a genuine campus comminity was being
formed around the Free Food Center. It became a center for communications for this new community
and was drawing into this community students that had been labeled
apathetic by almost the student
"leaders" . The dynamicism of the
Food Service was constantly building,· and plans were being made to
extend the community effort to include other students with different
interests and needs.
The anguish of any well motivated group on this campus in the
past, such as the numerous student
governments,
powerful
committees that tried to enlist the aid of
students, and Ad-Hoc groups, is
that they could not obtain student '
support. T he reason usually accepted was that students-at-large
just don't care. The experience of
the Food Service should put an end
to this myth. The students who participated . weren't interested in
gaining power, personal or collective, or in "saving" or "enlight- .
ening" the masses of ignorant students. They saw something in the
Free Food that was never offered
to the student before - a dignified
way of participating meaningfully
in their school.
The Free Food Service was not
conceived of or "run" by an participating group of students official
or unofficial. The leaders were not
appointed and they left as quickly

and as suddenly as they came. No
one could plan as successful a venture as the Free Food Service
turned out to be'. It was the co-operative effort by students, spontaneous, irrational, and beautiful
that must be credited for the success of the Free Food Service. It
showed students do care what's
happening to them, that they are
willing to do something about it if
there is a real opportunity to do so,
and most importantly students can
work together effectively and responsibly, and with a little help
may one day fill the void that now
permeates one's existence on this
campus.
t,
With -the support of those students that do hold positions of power, we could have had an honest
"commuter center" and not a contrived facsimile that thinks it can
buy the students a feeling of community. The group that calls itself
the Commuter Center Board of
Governors is the arm of the administration that is directly responsible
for the demise of the Free Food
Service. But it was apparent at this
group's meeting that they had no
idea what the food service was really supposed to be. These ideas have
never been discussed directly. They
obviously can not be expected to do
anything to help the building of a
community on this campus. The
spirit of the Free Food Service is
the onlyhthing that can carry us
'. hrough.
Warren Antmann

Essentialities in
rebuttal to Essence
In a recent article by Scott
Roudebush , entitled · "Essence"
(PRINT, Nov. 19, 1970), the claim
was made that" ... a certain portion
of our faculty still resides in the
Dark Ages of Education ." In
presenting his argument, Mr.
Roudebush equates "roll-taking
and-or quickie quizzes" with "oppressive, non-student oriented, negativistic, academic philosophy
held by those old-fashioned members of the administrative faculty."
I disagree with .his equation for the
followrng reason:

I. Several oppressive ,
non-student oriented, negativistic
instructors do not take roll or give
quizzes or do anything except wait
in line for their paychecks.
2. Faculty members may take
roll in order to get to know their
students as individuals.
3. Teachers may give quizzes
to find where their students are so
that they may see the learning
progression.
4. Various non-roll-taking,
non-test g1vmg " modern, freethinking" instructors also may not
give a damn about " individual,
free-think" students.
5. Class participation and attendence must first be motivated by
the teacher's expectations of his
students before the " attendance
will take care of itself."
Mr. Roudebush went on to say
" .. .we're here TO GET AN EDUCATION; we take courses, go to
classes to get it. " He failed to realize that one essential definition of
education is: the result produced
by instruction, training, study, or
acquisition of knowledge. In this
respect, college students in this
' ' m o d er n , free-thinking" institution must have the individual
ability to discern good instruction
from the bad, relevancy from nonrelevancy, innate ideas from the inane, and fact from fal sehoods. To
experience a dogmatic instructor
can be more meaningful to the
"Free-thinker" than all the "faculty members, fellow human
beings" who are "with it" combined, in that the good-bad approach of an authoritarian allows
the individual student to see and
compare different academic techniques between and among all his
classes. It permits the pupil to follow his own mind through accepting another's concepts and opinions. It brings to light what a future
teacher may face in another form
of bureaucracy; his own teaching
exp«rience.
In addition to the value of varied
teaching methods it is also important to note the education gained
outside the classroom. The acquisition of knowledge from school acquaintances as well as campus activities and teacher-pupil conferences offer any "free-thinker" total enrichment within his own col-
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lege orientation. To exist in the
future without understanding the
whys and wherefores of a diversified college environment is proof
of a college graduate's inability to
learn, and, thus, "GET AN EDU-

Civilisation
on Channel 11;
Color T.V.
8114

CATION."

Mf. Roudebush seems to think
that he has "7,999 fellow students" (out of a possible 6,000?)
that back him up. I demand a
recount.

Wednesday Evenings;
7:30 - 8:30 P.M.
Get Blue Cross cards at
H-t_alth Service office

by Lynda Immergluck
forum cont. on pgs. 6 & 7
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northeastern print
"Freedom of conscience, of education, of speech , of
assembly are among the very fundamentals of de mocracy and all of them would be nullified should
freedom of the press ever be successfully ·challenged."
·
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Hujambo Rafiki
by Eugene Barnes

In this issue of black news was promised soul-food,
Swahili and drums. So shall it be.
Soul-food, as we know, has been in existence for
four-hundred years or more. In fact, due to what is
called commercialization, blacks have earned a nil
percent of the credit due them for their outstanding
culinary art contribution as an achievement since the
refounding of this vast land renamed the " the United
States of America" . Any time a select food such as
snake or snail, elephant steaks, cocodile tail, chocolate covered ants, and/or baked grasshoppers,
squid, clam and certain animal's brain is considered
a reputable delicacy. Then we can rest assured that
chitterlings, pickled pigs feet, fried frog legs, bean
pies, hoppen-john, and tripe is as reputable a delicacy as any other non-soul dish. And I'm sure there
are those of us here who would appreciate a little
soul-food served for lunch here at campus.

As an added feature here at campus, it has come to
my attention that if enough black students so desired,
we can have a program in Swahili. This program
would either oe geared toward culture, and/or
· language depending how we choose to utilize such
a program. This addition in any c1.spect I feel would
prove beneficial to the ladies as well as the men . We
can come to know African tradition in the family and
in the immediate community. We can come to know
this tradition in relation to ourselves. Swahili, would
be an avenue, a constructive one, I think, in establishing an inclusive growth as an Afro-community.
We can come to relate to our African brother and
perhaps realize that his continental climb must truly
be ours as well. Come, backup, propose such a program which will promote our own knowledge at the
next Black-Heritage meeting. Don't let our brother
drum alone! The rhythm he plays is owning to gens
and gens of folk. Yes, including you my Afro brothers
· and sisters.
On Thursday Nov. 19, 70, Viola Baines, Ed James
and Gene Barnes with the request of Les Ballets Africains, did play for them. In fact somebody had a rare
opportunity to play with a couple of the drummers
from the ensemble. The ladies of the ensemble
dug
.
.

Roundabout Frank's
almanac

Viola playing the bass conga and looked with much
surprise at seeing her do her thing. The men of the
ensemble ate it up and rapped to Vi in creole-French.
It is my thinking that due to a seeming language barrier, once the ensemble convened in the games room
for refreshments after the performance many of us
stayed away or went home. I am sure that they would
have appreciated a little fraternizing and it would
have gave you an opportunity to broaden your native horizon. Yes, that evening of explosive dancing
and authentic music reproduction will linger within
the auditorium of our minds of sometime to come.
The ensemble as I was informed will make a few more
stops before going home. Once getting back home
they will set out to assemble another authentic first in
black - African Ballet.
Well, there it is, Soul-food, Swahili, and Drums.
Thanks for coming along with me. You see this column is designed with you in mind. Incidently, to those
who might not be back next semester for whatever
reason, you may need ajob to keep a little comfort at
your side, why don't you stop over in the placement
office and check out what's available. I'm sure the
personnel there will do and offer what they can. Together and beautiful!

SUEDE LIKE MATERIAL

Wednesday, December 2 commemorates the first nuclear · reaction
which took place in 1942. Since our age is often called the Nuclear Age
(among other things) , this day should not be omitted in our long list of
days to be celebrated. One should celebrate the occasion by getting bombed out of your mind.
Thursday, Dec: 3. Little Joey Conrad was born in l 857. He later grew
up, learned the English language at age 21 , and wrote HEART OF
DARKNESS .
On this same day in 1967, another heart comes to the foreground . It is
the heart that Dr. Christian Barnard successfully transplanted - the first of
its kind in the world. It took place in the Union of South Africa, which
typifies the modern scientific state.
Dec. 5. This Saturday, raise your glasses high, for on this day in 1933 ,
the 21st amendment was ratified. Prohibition was repealed. This proved
to be a giant step foreward for science, as it paved the way for Dec. 2, 1942.
Dec. 6. The 13th amendment was ratified in 1865 to abolish slavery in
the U.S. If you happen to be black, getting bombed out of your-mind is
about the only way to commemorate this occasion.
Dec. 7. As everyone knows, Pearl Harbor was bombed on this date in
1941 . People have speculated that the reason the Japanese chose Sunday
morning for their attack was that they thought that the men would be
caught off guard because of their attendance at local Sunday services. But
the navy was really caught unawares (with their pants down , so to speak)
because it was the day after a Saturday night in Honolulu. To commemorate this occasion, stay sober, and be aware of raids - though not
necessarily from Orientals. There are not many Orientals in Washington.
And now for our legend of the week:
During World War II, in the time that the Nazis occupied Italy, Pope
Pius XII called together the bishops of the world. (This meeting is littleknown to religious historians; Pius seems to have forgotten to invite
them.)
It was rumored that this ecclesiastical conference was to concern itself
with world peace. (It was talked about quite frequently then, too .)
Bishop Stritch of Chicago also attended .
It seems that during one of the meetings of the bishops, the Gestapo
broke up the conference, arresting all involved. Rumors spread of their
oncoming execution.
Meanwhile, back at the bishopric, the flock was concerned about
Stritch's safety.
On the morning of the execution, the Gestapo marched the bishops into
a little square. It was rumored that the Queen of England might be moved
to check the Gestapo (who were really only pawns of Hilter) and move
the bishops from the square, and then , return to mate the king . But this
did not happen.
Bishop Stritch was to be the first to be executed. He stood erect as the
soldiers raised and aimed their rifles. Then a German officer, with orders
from the high command, rushed in to stop the execution, "Nein, Nein,"
he shouted.
·
Which only goes to prove that a Nein in time saves Stritch.
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Activity Counci I
Election of Representative to
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The Chicago Public Schools will have a representative on campus
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with the Placement Office.
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Placement news

Career involvement with a future
The WELFARE COUNCIL
0 F METROPOLITAN CHICAGO is again making paid work
summer experience available to
students. The jobs are designed for
college men and women seriously
interested in exploring social work
as a possible career to become personally acquainted with the social
work profession. There is a very
real need for NISC undergraduates
to combine part-time and summer
work experiences with career exploration in order to avoid the
"blahs" at graduation time :
"What kind of job can I get?"
Students will work in a variety of
selected social agencies under the
supervision of professionals. Students will be required to attend a
series of group meetings planned to
provide broad orientation to the total field. They will be able to participate in a number of pla~ned

field trips to a variety of social a career in the area of Psychology
agencies in the 8-week period of , should come to a special seminar
featuring a speaker from the Chitheir employment.
Agencies will run the gamut cago Bureau of Child Study, Mrs.
from public and private facilities Lydia Goranin. Mrs. Goranin is
serving families, children, the Director of Interns, the interns
aged, physically handicapped, being School Psychologists workmyntal health and hospital social • ing with elementary and secondary
service departments. More are list- school children. The Psychology
ed on the brochure posted on the· major who wonders what a Psychology major can do in the way of
Placement Office bulletin board.
March I, 1971 is the deadline for a "job" should · begin to explore
employment but if a student is se- · this avenue as one of many. Mrs.
riously interested, he should apply Goranin will answer questions·
immediately because of the com- about the kind of courses needed,
petition for thes·e jobs. Salaries amount of work required, obstacles
range from $60.00 to $75 .00 per to be overcome and career satisfacweek and living facilities are some- tions to be anticipated in this area
times provided. Full details are of careers.
available on the printed announceCIRCLE THE DATE
ment. Application blanks are available in the Placement Office on a THURSDAY, Dec. 10, 1970 at
2:00 p.m., Room E-205, Dean
first come-first served basis.
Students genuinely interested in Pitts office.

Selllester Break

in Aspen
Spring Vacation
in Ft. Lauderdale

NOW

You ve got the time.
All you need is the Money$
Suppress the myth of the poor college student 1

Work!
Why wait to start your career until after you graduate?
Start Now with

Bankers Li£e & ,Casualty Co.
W'e have one of the best management training programs
in the city and it is open to you - the student

Positions are available in:

Underwriting
Correspondence
Claiins Adjusting
eve. Hours: 5 pm-12 mid.

Apply to Personnel 8:15 AM -8:30 PM
no appointment necessary

Bankers Li£e & Casualty Co.
4401 W. IAWRENCE

Kl 5-7701
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James
martin
... If the theatre hadn't
started to burn down ...
by James Martin

Film festivals are rapidly becoming a unique world-wide phenomenon.
What happens to a film in Cannes, or Venice, or New York becomes
important to filmgoers everywhere as the winninlsilms generally are anticipated with great enthusiasm in cities around the world.
Not to be outdone, Chicago too, has its film festival, and as I'm sure
most of you know, it, (the 6th annual Chicago International Film Festival), recently concluded to critical claims of success. I was unable to see
much of the festival, but I did see a few films and was generally impressed
with the high quality. I also saw enough of the festival here to reinforce a
few feelings I had long harbored about film festivals in general.
In the past several years I havt attended three large festivals - San
Francisco, Venice, and now Chicago, and each one varies in kink very
little from the others. Chicago is absolutely on a parr with older festivals
in many respects. The same beautiful people who were at the Chicago
festival were at the others, and I'm sure for the same reasons; the same
technical inefficiences and problems seem to plague each equally; and the
same tired celebrities attend each. Fortunately, some excellent and inventive films that might otherwise not be seen are generally shown, and
that's what makes the whole phenomenon worthwhile.
This year;1he evening I looked forward to the most was Critics Nightwhen the festival opener and prizewinning Czech.:Beligan co-productio!",
"The Fruit of Paradise", was to be reshown and followed by discussion
and analysis by our four daily newspaper critics. With the exception of
this beautiful film, however, the evening turned out to be a farce, and I
think serves as a microcosm of festival happenings in general.
Because I figured there would be a good sized crowd for this eventful
evening, I arrived at the Carnegie Theatre somewhat early to insure getting a ticket. I thought I would pick up a ticket about 8: 15 or so, then wait
in the lobby drinking coffee until the film was to begin at 9: 15. What I
hadn't figured on, was that the theatre, true to form, and totally without
logic, would make everyone wait ouCside until almost screening time.
Naturally, it was freezing out, and the rapidly growing crowd which soon
flowed into the street, was not only cold, but angry - especially since we
could see all sorts of privileged people wandering around inside in the
warmth of the lobby apparently doing nothing other than wandering.
Finally, at 9: 12 p.m., they decided that it was time to let us in ; but
naturally they only opened one small door so that we all had to cram
through that one small area nearly getting crushed in the process. But
finally we began to filter in. Since it took so long for everyone to get in
however, I guess the theatre figured they would keep those ofus already in
from rioting by putting on some fungle music. Unfortunately again, and
in true ineffecient form, they turned the speakers up so loud, that it nearly .
drove us back out of the theatre. Hardly an effective appeasement.
After sufficiently dampening our spirits and breaking our eardrums,
and about 15 minutes late, the program began. For a couple of hours I felt
pretty good again because the film was good, very good, and as it drew to a
close I began to look forward to a good discussion about the film. I shouid
have known better. What followed when the houselights came on and
three of the four critics were introduced (the fourth never showed), was an
exercise in confusion. Although this film, "The Fruit of Paradise", had
been voted one of the two best films at the festival, none of the critics could
agree upon where its merits lay, which was not so bad, but obviously a
large portion of the audience disagreed to even a larger extent, and what I
thought was going to be a n enlightening discussion turned into a shouting
match with snide comments and obscenities hurled from stage to floor and
back again doublefold., Some discussion.
It probably would have gone on in this manner much longer than it did
if the theatre hadn't started to burn down causing people to dash for the
exits in an even greater amount of mass confusion than was the discussion
(?) that it drowned out. Of course the theatre wasn't really burning down;
it was just the smell of burning incense preparatory to Sabu and Maria
Montez, not the smell of burning wires that was causing all this chaos, but
no one saw fit to tell the audience until most of it had fled , and by then no
one was about to stop and listen anyway .
•
And so ended the 6th Chicago International Film Festival, with people
rushing for the exits all around me while I waited for someone to sa·y
something intelligent. But it was not to happen.
I've related these facts to you because first of all, it was funny; and
secondly, because I think it is emblematic of film festivals in general - at
least the three I've been to. But I don't wish to give the impression that
festivals for film are unimportant. They are not. They perform one very
important function - that of bringing unknown films and unknown
directors to a public who might otherwise never see or hear of them, and
with luck, the better films may reach a larger audience through a commerical showing they would not receive without the festival. What I am
saying, is that up to now the festivals have been fo r a too small , too select
audience, and that they suffer from lack of organization and lack of
money. What is needed is a method of subsidizing these festivals so that we
may a ll enjoy a more professio nal, more complete, and more popular
festival.
The one fact the Chicago critics did seem to agree on what that this
years festival was far and away the best ever , and if "The F ruit of Paradise" was representative, I'd have to agree. And because " Fruit" did so
well in Chicago , and C annes, it will probably realize a nationwide release
sometime within the coming year. I hope so, because everyone should get
a chance to see this fantastically beautiful allegory; and even if this years
festival was, like most, a bit farical, we can always hope for next year.

Educational Foundations Dept.
Open Meeting for Students

D-113; Dec. 10, 1 P.M.
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For the Jazz of It

HERE

del
It has become very popular for many groups, regardless of their style of music, to include some Jazz
in their repitore.
Because Jazz is often a measuring device for talent,
all too many groups through it in just to show that
they can handle it. But it is also no secret that some of
our fore most progressive musicians have had a certain amount of Jazz in their background. Jack Bruce
and G inger Baker, two thirds of the late Cream (father of the super rock group) had previously played
string bass and drums respectively in the pre-Beatie
era, with a standard J azz band - The Graham Bond
Organization. Also, most of the members of Blood,
Sweat and Tears, the forerun ner of Jazz&Rock brass
groups, were jazz musicians first, rockers second. It's
not really that important how well a band can stay
within the boundaries of the specific style that they
are playing (or how well they are able to fake it)
whether it be jazz musicians doing Rock or visa versa.
But what is important is the overall way a group can
incorporate the different Jazz-Rock influences into
their particular sound. One of the best examples of a
successful Jazz-Rock fusion is the Tony Williams
Lifetime. Williams, ex-drummer for Miles Davis, assembled a band of jazz and rock musicians (including
Jack Bruce on bass and another old Bond member,
guitarist John McLaughlin) who are given complete
freedom to work within their own personel stylistic

club notes
French announce plans
"Paris Student Uprising," a
film comparing and contrasting
the student uprising in Paris with
the contemporary student revolution in this country, will be presented from I to 2 p.m. Thursday, December 3, in room A 129. Jean
Paul Louisot, a French exchange
student from Northwestern university, and Dr. Frederick MacDonald, who both witnessed the Paris
uprising, will speak.
Foreign language students are
invited to attend the Christmas party to be sponsored by the French
Club Tuesday, December 15.
French club members have been
asked to be at Children's Memorial
hospital at 3:30 p.m. Wednesday,
December 2,3, _for caro}_ing.

LINGUISTICS CLUB
Dr. Thomas M. Kochman, formerly Associate Professor of
Linguistics at Northeastern, will
speak on the Black Dialect on
Tuesday, December 8, in Room
B 109 at I :00. Dr. Koch man is
presently teaching at the University of Illinois, Chicago Circle
Campus, and is also in the process
of setting up a Linguistics program
there. He is renowned for his
knowledge on the linguistic approach to the study of the Black
dialect.
T he Linguistics Club is presenting Dr. Kochman in the first of a
series of intensified lectures.

From December 7th through December 11th, The Women for
Peace will have a ta ble set up in fro nt of the auditorium with Peace
gifts : necklaces, posters, mugs, etc. Free literature will be available.
It will be from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. It is in conjunction with the Stu dents
Peace Council.
Students are needed to help at the table . Anyone interested in
helping out, please contact Deet Lewis in OA 12.

S&H

GREEN STAMPS
With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the Week
Al VAN'S STAND
ARD SERVICE
•
4000 W . PETER.SON (PETERSON & PULASKI)
RI I

588-9850

588-9365

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
MARK IV
FRIGIKING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS

I

"Ifyou see nothing
else this year,
you must see

SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS
•
•
•
•

TUNE-UPS
TRANSMISSIONS
BRAKES RELINED
RADIATORS

• WHEEL ALIGNMENT
• -EXHAUST SYSTEMS
•HAND WASH
• TIRES - BATTERIES

RVIIRS9 PIECES.

It will not, I think,
.,>J:f _ ever fade from
,,,

Jean

Scene

memory •

-IIICHAIIO SCHICl<EL. Lile .

5 Min. from
NISC

COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents a BBS Production .

JACK NICHOLSON

FIVE EASY PIECES

;n
witn Karen Black
arid Susan Anspach • Sc reenp lay ~ Adrien Joyce • S10,y by Bob Ra lelson and Ad rien Joyce
Produced by Bob A1ft lson and Richa rd Wec hsJe, • b ecullve Produce r Be rl Scl'ln e,de r ·
Oirt cttd by Bob Aa tt lson · COLO R
___ -- - __ _.
• .. .. .. _ ... •

I

A WAI..Ta" " CADC THCAT"£

• Esquire
N

■.

THEA. PARK \i.00
33 E. Cedar

OAK aT... ■T • aa7•1117

r ::::=:::~::::::7·'
-~

GIANT HAMBURGERS
640z. Pitoh,, ol Mi/111'1811111.15

thousands of ieans
tops to match
Clothes for guys
Clothes For gals
headbands-watchbands

LIGHT OR DARK
CASUAL AND COZY

ROARING FIREPLACE
To eat here or take out
BARBECUE RIBS
Bratwurst & other "great-"
Olarcoal Broiled l18ms

PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS
Modest Prices
COCKTAILS& HOT DRINKS

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
All students who are interested
in enrolling, or who have already
enrolled, in the experimental college religion program are invited,
to a meeting at the Newman Student Center, 5450 N . Kimball, on
F riday Dec. 4th at 8:00 p.m.

DOUBLE

Women for peace

DECEMBER 8TH MASSES
T he N ewman Student Center
has announced that several masses
will be celebrated at the Center,
5450 N . Kimball , on T uesday
Dec. 8th, a Catholic holy day. All
students, faculty, and staff are welcome to participate.
T here will be a noon, a 1:00 and an
8:00 p.m. mass at the Newman
Student Center, 5450 N . Kimball,
on T uesday Dec. 8th. It is a Catholic holy day and all are invited to
come.

expression. T he result is a true original band that no
one label (even Jazz-Rock would be too confi ning) or
pin dow n.
Starting with the premise that when a musician has
mastered his instrument, he is reasonably able to get
by out of the context of his original style. T herefore, a
true fusion of Jazz and Rock would be like the Tony
Williams Lifetime where there is a mixture of personal styles that play with one another to create an original end result, as opposed to a group that throws in
different J azz or Rock breaks without ever having any
real interplay between the two. I just received an album this week by the Joe Farrell Quartet under the
same name (CTl-6003) which I think helps to illu strate this. The first cut entitled "F ollow Your Heart"
begins with a slow, heavy guitar riff by John
McLaughl in (this guy really gets around) that could
qe typical of any good Rock group. T he only difference is that it is in eleven-eight time which, when
F arrells theme enters on sax, gives the overall feeli ng
a jazz flavor. T he bass is deep and strong, sounding
rock, only it's a well recorded string bass, sort of being
in two styles at once. (The drums have a simi lar effect)
The solos are all Jazz based except for McLaughlins
which not only includes Jazz and Rock, but also Eastern Rages. Incidentley, this particular solo passage is
currently my number one favorite guitar lead. All in
all, no one in this record is selling out to make a buck,
in fact the rest of the Ip is progressive J azz including
free form . It's just that these and other musicians are
findi ng it worth their while to incorporate different
styles to help their musical development. More next
time.

()pm from lunch till 2 A.M.
7--•WNk·

I.

AMPLE FREE PARKING

2741 W. He•rll St. 97S:Of90 1447 IL Wells 664·239S
''Prical For The Studlnt's Budglt"

~...~~......~~i9CI~-~~~~~

JEAN SCENE
3304 W. Foster
-

.

MON-FRI 11-9
SAT. 10-6

free
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classifieds-

If an yo ne fou nd a g ym bo g w ith a red
jersey and football spikes in their car,
please turnit in to the Lo I and Found or
to Don Rohan, phone: BR B-6755 or BR
8-0874.
1968 Austin American 4 speed, yellow
wi th black interior . Low mileage. 9358491.
Wonted , to buy : Used flute-must be in
good condition. Willing to pay up to
$50.00. 259-4347.
For Sole : Huffy ten speed bicycle (man 's
bike) $40. Lone Cedar Hope Chest, Excellent condition, $50. Engagement ring,
size 7, with marquis diamond , $200. Columbia solid state stereo consolette, with
AM -FM radio, $120 . Coll Som - KE 9' 5892
ofter ·a p.m.
For Sole : Belt massager machine, used.
For hip, waist, and thigh and weight reduction. Best offer. Health Service, Ext.
348 or 504.
Student desires 3 room furnished apartment on the north side for around $80 a
month . Coll Som KE 9-5892 ofter 8 p.m .

Swimming team opens meets

Nineteen year old mole, full time college
student, works full time is looking for a
female roommate for Jon . l or shortly
ofter. I'm not just looking for a sex partner. Life moves to fast for me and I need
someone to talk to when I get home, to
help me slow down and catch up to my•
se lf, besides on overprotective mother
and a senile grandmother . You must be
at least 18 and w illing to pay one-third
of the cost ($50 per month ) I'm willing to
pay more than half in return for nousekeeping chores, cooking, loudry, etc. Coll
me and we' ll get together and rap.
Please don ' t leave messages. I' m home
w eekdays l O o.m . to l :30 p.m . and 7:30
to 10:00 p.m. and Sundays all day. 9736212 As~ for Bob. Not a ripoff.
li's about time AXE boys
LSA candy is guaranteed to hove 21 percent fewer cavities per bite .
.LSA candy sole Nov. 23, 24, 25.

AXE what took you so long.
Beware of the beady eyed polok in the
checkroom .
The AXE boys club claims a trophy but
not for long!

The Corn Cellar will be closed November
28 - Thanksgiving celebration instead.
Happy Doy Express shou!d be in last.
Wobugofes

M.C., She loved me for a mom·e nt-Jon
Fogg
Gene, Where hove you been all this
time? I can't wait forever.
Bright Ceclio

A rose by any other name is still our Bio
teacher.

JAKE, I love you and need you . Jeon

Lov Perry thanks for everything • The
girls in the bond .

Dear Boretto come up and see me some
time your big mom .

'62 Buick Spe cial, 2 doors very low mileage. $250 . Coll OR 4-2453 .

Beware of the rot in the checkroom.

G. Hirshmon : Why ore you serious all the
time?!?!

For Sole: Smith-Corona Manual Typewriter . $50 .00 774-0794 .

Thanks to the Amalgamated Junk Bond
for performing Saturday. Nov. 21 at the
Corn Cellar.

Seen any Soboki lately? Jerry J. hos .

For Sole: Asahi Penta x Came ro. 400 mm.
telephoto lens, 135 mm . te le photo lens
and other equipment . Ask for Steve. 5834257.
For- Sole: Royal typewriter w ith case.
Good condition . $20. Call 28 3-8647.
Need Tutoring in English? Published au thor and form e r coll e g e Engli sh instruc tor will tutor students in w riting s kills
and-or reading comprehension. Also experienced teach e r of English as a for e ign
.J,anguoge . Ro tes: $5 . on hou r in my home
in Lincoln wood. $6.50 in yours. Phone
674-2453.
Do blonde 's hove more fun? Buy Mari lyn 's synthetic wig and se e . Coll AV
3-8647.
For Sole: Knight 20 watt stereo amp.
Garrod type. 50 changer. Empire 880
-,,r-..,,.__ cartridge, $60. 763 -0718.
1968 Chrysler, Town & Country; Fully
loaded; radial -ply tire s; Stanley Dole
383-5178. After 5 p.m.
For Sole: Professional drafting table and
stool. Adjustable angle 37 x 48 inch top.
Adjustable stool . $11. Contact Print
E-214.
Needed - Drummers and conga players
for audition Sot. and Sun. afternoons for
working rock bond . Coll Lee 545-4972.
Beautiful 2 furnish ed rooms, Iv room and
bedroom connected with man extras
very reasonable. For more info coll SP
4-1032.
For Sale: 1969 Dodge Charger RT 440
Mag. 4 speed mag w heels etc. $2400. Lee
545-4972.
Hello Lola from 2 & 6
All pledges who helpe d s upport homecoming by their alle ndence, Don ' t forget ·
your service points for showing spirit to
our co llege, and supporting our club.
DOVC meeting for the RSS
Mike Dooley, you swept us off our feet.

Thanks B & F from B.N .

EPF, EPF, , EMO, CALLING EPF, COME IN
EPF.
- - - - - - - -- - -- - - Chorli, Mickey, Jeon, and whoever else
went to the football game, bond concert,
and french concert: Don ' t forget your
Points.
LSA sister

Attn: Mr. Ecology, Don is a dirty bird.

Chrissy W .: Are you keeping something
from us?? The Tobie
Jo Ann, I'm still waiting for our next par- .

ty at the civic center. I' ll bring the Potato
Chips.
M .C.A . toast to the Apple Corps . E.J.

Just-us will rise again,

Do your port in the fight to save our water supply. Use less water. Toke less
baths. Bothe with a friend!!

S.l.R . is t he original flower child.

God g ives you a lift a nd J esus won' t let
you down. Northeastern Christion Fellowship.

Ke rry King, Everyone needs milk.
A:rnold Ziffel , start wearing
clothe s.
Eddie Albert

cleaner

Soooweeeeee!
Free to all NISC students pictures of Oro.
Dukey F. & Roger C. Contact olscott Rui z.
40 Lowell Elm . School.

Congratulations to the Epsilon Pledge
Closs of Tau Koppa Epsilon. Bill Alvoplease contact Bruce's girlfriend . We
must find a meeting correll.
You know who
Dear N.I.S.C. Woman Basketball Team,
I hove been to two of your games.
And you continue to give the boll to the
firl with the jump shot. It's other people
on the team that you con give the boll to
so they could express themselves. Basketball isn ' t a one person game . Don 't continue to depend on that one girl. I see a
lot of girl 's in the ope n but the team con tinues to give it to her.
A FAN
The Homecoming game was a blast. We
won 30-0. Our new football club hos
now won four games and lost two . They
ore pretty great for a beginning team .
Despite the cold, the bond kept ploying,
the firl s kept cheering, and the audi e nce
kepi their seats. They eve n hove com mercials. It's a great crow d out there and
I'm sorry you missed the season so come
out next year and join the fu . Bel ieve me
they' re w orth it!

Date

Team

Place

Time

11/25/70
12/2/70
12/5/70
12/ 12/70
12/20/70
1/4/70

Triton J.C.
Wright
IIT
G .Williams

Home
Home
Home
Home

4:00
4:00
2:00
2:00

Circle
Home
2:00
Home
Rockford
Rockford
Home

3:30
2:00

1/13/71
1/16/71
1/22/71
1/30/71
2/6/71
2/13/71
2/ 17 /71
2/20/71
2/26&
2/27 /71
District #20
3/3/71
3/6/71

Lauderdale
Swim Forum
UICC(Circle)
North Park
Milliken0Home
U .of Chicago
Rockford Relays
Rockford
North Central
Wheaton
NAIA
Rockford
Rockford
Chicago- Intercollegiates

Wheaton

2:00
10:00
2:00
4:00
4:00

All Day

Home

4:00

All Day
IIT
3/18 &
NAIA Nationals
19 &20/71
For further information contact me or better yet contact Coach
Faloona at the swim office. See you at the pool, sharks!

Wobugofe--Too bodd about your turtle.
Heard he hod a bod trip.

Donna
Thanks for the nice coke
Epsilon Ple dge Closs

S.l.R. Are you going to poss us?
J & R

Two of the meets have already · still a great deal of meets remaintaken place, sorry about that ing to attend. Anyway, here is the
swimming fans, however, there are entire schedule swim fins, that is

, swim fans.

All you need is love.

Dr. Silverstein knows all, sees all, tells all,
If you don ' t believe it just ask his admirers.

journalism.
Coach Faloona is expecting a
successful year from his team.
A schedule of all the meets follows:

Varsity swimm i ng sched ule 1 9 7 0 -71

The trick isn't to poss your courses but to
· get the courses you need.

Attn: Don, Ecology is a dirty word.

Wonted : Single or tw o draw e r file cabi net, good condition, reasonabl e offer.
See Don . A-Wing Co rre l 2 .

by Brian Kilmnick
Hi, once again fans, I'm reporting on the swimming team so don't
miss any of my fantastic articles,
which have been called pearls of

Dear S.L.R . *Sorry about the misunderstanding owith the name suzette. I promise not to drop it.

Miss L.A.I. is irrelevant. But thanks extended for her unknowing support
Mr. S.R.

Bedroo"m set, contemporary white antique . Ladies triple and man 's 5 drawer
chest, 2 drawer nite stand $75 . PE
6-1165.
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Wonted : attractive single girl to
save our diminishing water supply
bathe with me. I' II furnish the tub,
save water together!!! Contact
. Fiendish in core of this paper.

help
and
let's
I.M.

You don't know your Hitler, bu-i I do.
Mory Ann
Father, how 's Sister Vincentine?
Kathy, Do you always walk on your
hands?
Your Faithful Traitors

Players win awards
Recently, two members of the I
Golden Eagles basketball team I
were recognized by the Touma- :
ment Committee of the George ·
Williams Classic Tournament for
their outstanding performance.
The players, Ron Czekalski and S.
A. Davis, were named by the committee to the All-Tournament
Team.
·
In addition to these individual
awards, the varsity team was

presented with the second place
team trophy. They were defeated in
their bid to capture the tournament
crown by the host school, George
Williams. Q_n the preceeding night,
they gave every indication that
they would win the title by solidly
defeating Milwaukee Tech , I 1884. But their inability to control
the boards enabled George Williams tQ keep a few baskets between
themselves and the Eagles, and
held on for the win .

W ine! Women! and Song !

Well, we hove the women and song. Folk
Dance Club
God Bless the P&R Tutor!!!
Two of Dr. Riziks

Offseason baseball report ·

Rognas is an anti-semite

Hove you ever seen a G H O S T, or hod
any other supernatural experience? Core
to relate it to us for documentation? If so
leave name in Print Office (E-214 ) above
cafeteria
Do you core about the mess you see in
the halls? Join the ·Ecology Club & clean
up N.I.S.C.
The Ecology Club cores enough about
you because you ore port of the environment. Do you core enough to help yourself?

- WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
"eat it with a knife & fork"
(IT'S THICK)

(OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK)

2727 W. HOWARD STREET
FOR DELIVERY SERVICE CALL 338-2166

Ed Czodowski
Despite the sounds of bouncing
basketballs echoing around the
gym, the baseball team has been using the gym to stay loose during the
fall and winter months . Pitchers
have been throwing and batters
have been hitting without any real
concentration. Coach Kasper remarked on the evening practice
sessions, "I just want the pl ayers to
throw, to swing, to keep th e feel of
baseball."
With his eyes focused on next
season, Coach Kasper has a lot to
say about his team. "We have too
much talent. We'll carry 24 players, and even though this is a small
squad, we'll be solid eveywhere.
And, each player will help the
team."

But the talent that Coach Kasper
talks of goes beyond these five. Jim
Dobner at first, Bob Nowinski,
Frank Tiritilli , Ed Growenwald
and Randy Beyers add their skills
to the team . The struggle for second base involves Terry Ri zzo and
l\1arty Oscarson , with both men
quite -evenly matched in speed,
fielding skill, and ability to get on
base .
Behind the plate is Ed Miller,
"the best in the Conference," according to Coach Kasper. Since he
is the onl y catcher the team has,
someone will be added to back up
Mill er in case of injury.
N ewco mers to the team are outfi elder Mitch Schul ick, fro m
Wright and infielder-outfi elder
Glen Tobioski fro m Albuq uerque.
From Lane, centerfielder Tom
Rockwell shows a lo t of promise,
enough fo r the coach to rema rk,
" He can do it a ll. Ru n. Th row.
Hit. "

Definitely, next year's team will
be talented. All Confe rence players
returning are shortstop Gino
Pesce, a .300 hitter with speed and
a good glove, Bob Jelen, A ll ConCommt nti ng on the over all picfe rence 3rd baseman for two con- tu re of next season, R ay Kasper
secuti ve years, and Terry J uliar, a said , "T he team is geared toward
good defe nseman in right f ield with the N .A .I .A. D istricts. We wan t a
a great arm . Two pi tchers-who mer- bid. If we get it, then we'll be battl. ited Conference recognition are ing Lewis College fo r the amateur
Bob Kanen, who last year, as a title in the summer. " He hopes to
freshman, ranked 9th in the nation keep the team playing through the
in E.R.A., and left-handed pitch- summer so they can accompl ish
ing ace Wayne Madura.
this aim.
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Dave Green Report

A quick look at Northeastern's first football season:
JUL y I 970-Football Club formed . Dr. Lutsch of the Biology Department named sponsor
and H~ad Coach. (Lutsch played college ball at Northern Illinois University and coached
some high school football) Critical to the formation of the squad was the granting of four
thousand dollars for game equipment and transportation.
The monies came from Student Fees.
AUGUST 16, 1970 - The eagles get first taste of grid competition. Outscore semi-pro
Northlake Lions in a scrimage match-up.
SEPTEMBER 12 1970 - Day of firsts for Northeastern . First game, first touchdown, first
victory. Prairie St~te College was opponent and first victim. The NISC grid machine wins
21-8.
Lee Humphrey establishes himself as the chief offensive weapon of the eag_le attack wh_ile
scoring the first six-pointer. Defensively the e~gles displaye?. an eager, . quick game with
pursuit and gang-tackling-being the key to bottling up the Pra~ne Sta!e ~nves.
.
The quality of play was that expected from two teams playmg their first game. Mistakes
were made, but that was predictable.
SEPTEMBER 19, 1970 - High over last week's opening victory the Eagles rolled over
Loyola University's Club Football entry. Along with what was already becoming known as
the unusually fine defensive work and the running of Humphrey and Brian Anderson, the
passing game picked up.
.
Dan Creely tossed three touchdown aerials . Adding the passing attack to compliment the
running game. The pass combination of Creely - Schmitt was now an ever present TD threat
while the eagles had the balL
Final score was NISC 28 Loyola 14.
SEPTEMBER 26, 1970 - Traveling to the Beer Capital the Eagles took on the Marquette
Warriors. Jumping to·a 14-7 lead in the first quarter, they saw that quickly become a 19-14
deficit. Marquette had struck fast and scored twice at the close of the half. The second half
saw the Eagles come on strong. The defense dominated the play and the winning score ~ame
in the fou.rth quarter. The touchdown came after Marquette had been forced to cough up the
ball many times deep in their own territory. Final score was NISC 2? Marquette 19.
.
OCTOBER 3, 1970 - Eagles waltz to victory as everyone has a big game. The defense m
complete control throughout the contest. Keying on Prairie State mistakes they score three
of the seven eagle touchdowns (one fumble recovery and two interception returns)
.
Taking advantage of the string of turnovers the defense caused was the steady running of
Humphrey and Anderson. That sparked some flashy pass plays to Jim Schmitt. The Eagles
record moved to 4 wins and O loses as the final score stood at 44'6.
OCTOBER 6, 1970 - The national ratings for Club Football teams was announced and
Northeastern was ranked seventh in the country.
OCTOBER IO, 1970 - Scheduled to play Illinois Valley College. The tea~ accepted Valleys
forfiet. It wasn't until after the season was over when they found the forfeiture would count
as a victory .

OCTOBER 15, 1970 - Distrubing news came from New York. First year teams are not
eligible to be ranked or play in established Bowl games. NISC was dropped from the ratings.
Spirits became low on the team.
.
OCTOBER 17, 1970 - Defeat. Two touchdowns in the last two minutes of the game gave
Loras College a 19-16 victory. Eagle players felt they outplayed the Loras eleven. They were
understandably down for the game but they felt an inferior team had beat them.
OCTOBER 24, 1970 - St. Louis University before the game with Northeastern was ranked
number one. The final results did nothing to change that. In the words of Lee Humphrey
however "we had them worried ." At the end of the first half the game was still close. St.
Louis wasn't just rolling over us, as the final socre might indicate. Injuries, "especially to the
linebacking crew-hurt in the second half.
Final score was a misleading 55-6
OCTOBER 30, 1970 - Friday afternoon at Winnemac Stadium the Eagles met the Maroons
of the University of Chicago. The defense and Creely-Schmitt was all Northeastern needed
to win . Two touchdown passes to Schmitt, one for 84 yards and a gritty defense game NISC
the vistory. Final score 14- 12.
NOVEM BER 7, 1970 - Homecoming and amid the floats, Queen, parade and the cheers the
Eagles played superbly as they rolled over Marquette 30-0.
NOVEMBER 18, I 970 - Lee Humphrey, Jim Schmitt and Rich Kowalczek are named AllAmericans.
H umphrey was the standout running back in the Eagle ground-game and Schmitt was on.J..he
receiving end of many Creely passes. Kowalczek was the premier lineman on the team.
Throwing his 295 pounds around at offensive tackle.
NOVEMBER 25, 1970 - Lee Humphrey is contacting people about the possibility of Northeastern sponsoring a post-season bowl game. Soldiers Field is mentioned along with Television coverage from channel five. Money to run the event is the major stumbling block that
the club was trying to overcome.
N OVEM BER 30, 1970- Money can't be found and the plans for this year are dropped.
DECEM BER 3, I 970 - Dave Green has to write his reactions to the football season. He sits
at his typewriter and taps out a few beginning words. The season has been from the teams
point of view a complete success. Being a sports fan it was great to see a team from Northeastern take the field and play their hearts out.
Throughout the whole season though you hear many complaints the statements from the
players and others close to the game. Most of them deal with the " problem" of school spirit
at the hallowed halls. 'There is non!" they exclaim. One of the things they envision the
football team as eventually doing is building some "spirit" on this campus. The kind of
"spirit" that will drive thousands of people to a crowded stadium and have them scream in
unison with maddening enthuiasm, "KILL THEM! STOMP THEIR HEADS IN!
CRIPPLE THE BASTARDS!"
As they say "that's the spirit." I hope not.

G-o odbye, Intramural Football 1970
by Brian Kilmnick

Well, the Intramural Football
season is officiall y over, with the
championship and consolation
games having been played.
The results, duh duh duh duh duh
duh;
First:
BIG SHOTS Bv virtue of a 6-0 victory over the Brahmas in the championship game.
Second:
We Try Harder
Brahmas
Third:
IndependantsBy virtue of a victory
Tke in the consolation game.
Fourth: TKE Wait 'til next year

Basketball teain at 1-1
quitted themselves quite admirably score. Basically the reason for the
while wrapping up a second place lack of rebounding is the lack of a
trophy. Placing two players on the really big man up front. Having
In actual competition the North- all tournament team and setting only a 6'4" center and 6'0" foreastern varsity basketball team has some other records. Chico Czelaski wards constitutes a small team,
come with a 1-1 record in two and S.A . Davis were named to the · whereas other teams are able to put
games at the George Williams tour- all-tournament team . Czelaski fin- one or more men on the court who
nament. Their first game was a ished second in tournament scor- are 6'6" or better.
118-87 win over Milwaukee Tech. ing with 62 points, third in reAt the present time Coach SaHigh scorers for the Golden Eagles bounding with 24 and set a single
lario is only carrying ten men on
were Ron "Chico" Czelaski with game record with 37 points.
the team. In January, however, two
37 points, which was a tournament
Records set by the team were
more players, Chris Kalamatas and
record. He was also second in scor- points in one game ( 118), rebounds
Jim Schmitz are expected to join
ing with 62 points for two games. in one game (62) , and most points
the squad. These two players could
Next in scoring for two games for in two games (212).
conceivably replace several of our
· the Eagles was Keehn with 32
Coach Salario listed our main
starters.
points and S.A. Davis with 3 I weaknesses as being inconsistent,
which he attributes to the transipoints.
Two games coming up at the
Although coming out on the tion that the team is switching from time this article is written are Tuesshort end of a I 03-94 score against a slow team to a run and shoot day, December 1, at St. Mary's and
George Williams in the champion- team. Also · poor defensive re- Saturday December 5, at Dubuque.
ship game on Saturday night, the bounding which gives the other Reports on those games will appear
team and some individual ac- team . that many more chances to in next week's paper.
by Mike Kesselman

for the girl with an eye on fashion, quality and cost .

2218 NORTH G ENEVA TERR A CE (just off Lincoln)

SA VE FROM 33% TO 50%
The unusual women 's shop with unusual savings on famous
maker sample sportswear & dresses.
HOU RS
MON
WED
THU RS
FRI.

TONG'S TEA GARDEN

NEW DINING ROOM

11 :30-9 :30
11 :30-9 :30
11 :30-9:30
11 :30-9 :30

TUES 6:00-9 :30
SAT. 10 :30 - 5 :30
SUN . 10:30 - 5 :30

NORTHEASTERN SPECIAL

1 block east
of NISC

3411 W. BRYN MAWR
KE 9-9650

I have taken it upon myself to
write a limerick to the victors, here
it is:
Hail To The Big Shots
The Big Shots started 7 weeks
ago,
And really put on a fabulous
show.
,.....__.r-Of points, they scored a whole
lot,
Allow points, they did not.
And they left their opponents
with woe.
That's it for Intramural Football
Report for 1970. See you soon
with Intramural Basketball Re- ~
port, and remember if you say the
secret word you win $100.00.
PEACE.

You don't have to be
a hustler to play pool.

AMERICAN FOOD

Present this coupon
and play for 1/J off
the hourly ra te.
LUNCH AN D DINN ER
HOU RS: 11 AM. to 10:00 PM .
Now serving studen t lunches all day

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

-~
Miss Cue
., 3305 N. Ashland

:a

,
'

Little English
56 58 W. Diversey

24 TABLES

...

18 TABLES

OFFER EXPIRES: 1z:20-70

~~~~ ~

-

